EXCELSIOR MARKING

For over 100 years, Excelsior Marking has served the identification needs of tire manufacturers worldwide. Companies have trusted us to provide high quality products, excellent service and fair prices. Call us today at 800-433-3615

CONTACT US
Mail -
888 West Waterloo Road
Akron, Ohio 44314 USA
Phone - 330-745-2300 or 1-800-433-3615
FAX - 330-745-2333
E-mail - sales@excelsiormarking.com
WEB - www.excelsiormarking.com
-or- Find us on Facebook at Excelsior Marking - Machining/Branding/Office

Certified to ISO 9001

ABOUT US
Today companies are looking to make their mark in their industries...to raise above the competition, to add value to their customers’ needs and to make a strong, lasting impression. For more than 100 years, Excelsior Marking has combined the expertise, craftsmanship and dedication to help all types of companies make their mark.

From our early days of manufacturing rubber stamps, stencils and tags, we are now supporting countless industries with marking solutions including tire molds, branding irons, embossers, name plates, variable image barcode labels, even photopolymer printing plates.

Our team is interested in providing the most effective solution for your specific need and supporting your efforts through high quality manufacturing and exceptional customer service. We know that the best way to make a lasting impression is to help our customers do the same.

QUALITY POLICY
EXCELSIOR MARKING is dedicated to ensuring customer satisfaction by delivering our products and services on-time and at a competitive price. We will continually improve all aspects of our business while providing an environment where our employee’s personal improvement and advancement are encouraged.
**TIRE MOLD MACHINING**

**Sidewall Engraving**

With 4-axis machining capabilities, attention to detail, and excellent service, Excelsior is well respected in the Tire Industry. Whether engraving a new mold, or updating an existing one. Experienced machinists will program and execute to your specifications.

**Pocket Plates**

With 5-axis machining capabilities, pocket plates of all types and sizes can be produced as a finished, profiled and engraved plate, as a contoured plate, or as a blank. Made in both aluminum and steel.

**Cover Plates**

Small mold plugs, slugs, inserts and housings. Blank or engraved. Machined out of aluminum or steel.

**Mold Inserts**

Small mold plugs, slugs, inserts and housings. Blank or engraved. Machined out of aluminum or steel.

**Mold Stamps**

Single stamps (one value) or gang stamps (more than one value) as well as designs and shapes of all sizes. Stamps can be made for marking the inside or the exterior of a mold. All stamps are CNC machined to match the engraved sidewall and are heat treated to a hardness of 58-60 Rockwell.

---

**TIRE BRANDING**

**Hand Held Branding Irons**

Electric branding irons, to meet all your branding requirements.

**Custom Engraved Branding Dies**

Custom engraved branding dies to fit any application. Dies can be machined for automatic or hand-held branding equipment. Custom logos and individual characters. RJS Dies and Holders for Cold Branding applications. Materials to fit all your requirements.

**Tins**

Stamped out of cold rolled steel, tins are available in various sizes and can be supplied with holes and/or slots as well as being counter sunk.

**Quality Control Stamps**

Midgets are self-inking stamps with a brass engraved die. Channel markers hold engraved brass characters for marking rubber. Excelsior Marking is also your source for stamping inks and ink pads.

---

**OTHER PRODUCTS**

**Industrial Markers and Marking Wheels**

Heavy Duty Marking wheels with quick change capabilities along with cast bronze and aluminum interchangeable characters. Used to indent into soft or semi resilient materials. Available in various sizes to fit your marking needs.

**Mock Ups**

Prototypes, made of vulcanized rubber, can be custom made to mimic what a design will look like on a tire. Aluminum or steel partial sidewall mock ups can be engraved. Poured rubber samples can accompany the mock up.

**Stencils**

Brass or plastic stencils can be cut for easy exterior marking of containers, boxes, buildings and various other applications. Accessories such as inks, sprays and roller applicators complete the offering.

**Inks and Accessories**

Not all inks are created equal. We have the inks and accessories you need to complete your project. Let our Customer Service Representatives recommend the best product for your job.